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“Tickets for this talk were snapped up in less than one minute. The only thing faster was my reaction when asked to deliver this lecture. It was a simple decision. We have such a wonderful community of science enthusiasts in Waterloo and around the world online, it is an honour to be asked to give this talk.I had the audacity to call this talk “The Astonishing Simplicity of Everything.” Now I have to live up to it. You’ll let me know if I fail. What do I mean by “simplicity”? It’s not quite the same thing as easiness. You can probably guess that the problems we are tackling at Perimeter are not easy. In fact, some may be impossible. Instead, what I mean by simplicity is the notion of needing very few assumptions to make very many predictions. This is the kind of simplicity the universe is showing us. Our discoveries are revealing more simplicity than we ever imagined. If you look at things through too fixed a mindset, you got bogged down in complexity; if you look at nature through a broader view, you can get amazing insights.But perhaps this shouldn’t be surprising, if we look back in history and prehistory…
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the next Einstein
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Scientific progress is the discovery of a more 
and more comprehensive simplicity

Georges Lemaître
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a l l  k n o w n  p h y s i c s

dark matter? 

dark energy



Highly oscillatory integrals
Fresnel integral 

Conditionally, not absolutely convergent

Higher dimensional case?

Euler spiral



2d: square cutoff

2d: round cutoff



Resolution: use complex analyticity and Cauchy’s theorem

Deforming the integration contour renders the integral 
absolutely convergent: arcs at infinity vanish as 



general method for doing highly oscillatory integrals:

``flow” the original contour onto a series of relevant “Lefschetz thimbles” 

generalizes to arbitrary finite dimension

higher dimensions:
Picard-Lefschetz



path integral for a relativistic particle

space

time

1-1 coordinate

internal time element                ,                  

world 
line

external
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application to radio astronomy



Plasma lensing of the  “black widow” pulsar PL1957+20 
R. Main et al 2018







longstanding idea that there 
may be a big selection 
effect in the brightest events 
observed, due to lensing and 
magnification e.g., FRBs

in plasma lensing we are 
always in the wave, not 
geometric optics regime



action for a massless particle in a variable-c medium

Feynman path integral              Fermat’s principle of least time

quantum propagator:

i

f



monochromatic beam: fix the initial energy and the final time. 
Pass to Hamiltonian, add boundary term

Using equations of motion, only surface term contributes. It yields a phase,

minimizing this phase is Fermat’s principle



thin lens refractive index



Relative amplitude (compared to no lens)

with                  expressed in dimensionless units.



e.g. 1d localised lens:



geometric optics

1

3

1fold

cusp

number of
images =
number of 
real saddles





Flowing
the contour

(case b)



Interference patterns at increasing  geometric optics limit



Things get more interesting in higher dimensions –
both of the lens and of the observational parameters

2d or 3d lenses

Source sky coordinate and frequency provide two parameters, 
possibility of adding a second sky coordinate

Local caustics have all been classified (invariant under diffeos)
- this is known as catastrophe theory



elementary catastrophes



cusp



swallowtail



elliptic umbilic



back to localised lenses

As       increases, evolves from 
pair of twin cusps with folds, 
through hyperbolic umbilic to 
create an elliptical fold with 
no cusps





Formation of elliptic umbilic
catastrophe (when inner triangle 
shrinks to zero) via merger of three 
cusps

images:    7        5        3      



localised elliptic umbilic
c.f. beautiful works of 
Berry (thy) and Nye (expt) 
on diffraction catastrophes

(see e.g. Berry, M V, & 
Upstill, C, 1980 
Progress in Optics 
XVIII, 257-346, 
‘Catastrophe optics’) 

Our method is more 
basic and enables 
one to tackle more 
generic cases



Summary
New approach to the Lorentzian (complex) path integral

Simple illustration: interference patterns with caustics, e.g., in plasma 
lensing of pulsars/FRBs – path integrals in the sky!
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